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Membranes in Rod Solutions: A System with Spontaneously Broken Symmetry
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We consider a dilute solution of infinitely rigid rods near a curved, perfectly repulsive surface and
study the contribution of the rod depletion layer to the bending elastic constants of membranes. We
find that a spontaneous curvature state can be induced by exposure ofboth sides of the membrane
to a rod solution. A similar result applies for rigid disks with a diameter equal to the rod’s
length. We also study the confinement of rods in spherical and cylindrical repulsive shells. This
helps elucidate a recent discussion on curvature effects in confined quantum mechanical and polymer
systems. [S0031-9007(97)03316-4]

PACS numbers: 87.22.Bt, 11.30.Qc, 82.70.Dd
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The elastic properties of fluid membranes are among
ruling factors in the physics of many biological and surfa
tant systems such as cell membranes, vesicles, lyotro
liquid crystals, or microemulsions [1]. When macro
molecular species are also present in such systems, the
teractions between the membranes and the macromolec
change the bare elastic constants. Recent studies h
explored contributions from adsorption [2–6], depletio
[4–6], or end grafting [5,7–9] of flexible polymers. In al
of these cases, exposure of both sides of the membrane
solution results in a modification of the bending and spla
modulii K andK̄ , the sign of the contribution depending o
the possibility of surface-bulk equilibration. For instance
depleted or adsorbed polymers reduceK and increasēK ,
whereas the reverse holds for end-grafted polymers.

Interest in solutions of rigid macromolecules can b
traced to the extraction of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV
[10] and to the subsequent observation of the nema
phase in TMV solutions [11], later explained by th
seminal theory of Onsager [12]. Rod shaped particles
the colloidal range have since been studied in a large
riety of mineral and organic systems [13]; they are als
present in the biological realm, where examples ran
from the TMV-like virus to fibrils of amyloidb protein,
the molecular agent at the origin of the Alzheimer diseas
The surface interactions of rigid macromolecules we
first studied by Asakura and Oosawa [14] who showe
that the steric depletion of the molecules at a flat surfa
increases the interfacial energy of the system, implyi
that two surfaces brought to separations smaller than
rod length will experience an attractive force. The th
ory of depletion interactions for rods has since been e
tended to include ordering effects of the bulk phase [1
or effects of rod-rod excluded volume interactions [16
but it has been mostly devoted to flat geometries—a fi
study of curved geometries can be found in [17]. In th
Letter we extend the original Asakura and Oosawa th
ory [14] to include effects of surface curvature and d
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termine the contribution of the rod depletion layer to th
elastic constants of the membranes. An important re
son for considering this case can be better understood
comparing the order of magnitudes of changes inK and
K̄ caused by depleted layers of rods with those caused
spherical particles. In a solution of colloidal spheres o
radiusr0 and particle number densityrb, the typical scale
of the energy density iskBTrb . Corrections to the in-
terfacial energy are thus of the orderDg . kBTrbr0.
On the other hand, interfacial tensions in most liquid
are of the order ofg0 . kBTya2, where a is a micro-
scopic size. For instance, fora , 0.1 nm, g0 is of the
order of tens of mNym. The corrections due to the de-
pletion of spherical particles are thus a factorsayr0d2

lower than typical interfacial tensions even at order unit
volume fractionsf  rbs4py3dr3

0 . Curvature correc-
tions to the interfacial energy can generally be writte
asDg . kBTrbr0s1 1 C1r0yR 1 C2r2

0 yR2d, with R the
radius of curvature andC1, C2 two numerical constants.
This leads to modifications of the bare elastic constants
the order ofDK . kBTrbr3

0 : at the upper concentration
limit rb , 1yr3

0 , these corrections are only of orderkBT ,
a value at the lower end of the range [18],s1 20dkBT ,
of most bare elastic constants. In the case of a rod so
tion with rod number densityrb , the upper concentration
limit of the isotropic solution is the Onsager concentratio
r

?
b  4.2yL2D [12], with L the length of the rod andD

its diameter. The contributions to the interfacial tensio
are now of the orderDg . kBTrbL, but even for rod
diameters of order of the microscopic lengtha the con-
tribution to the interfacial tension of rod solutions at the
Onsager concentration is still a factor (ayL) smaller than
typical interfacial tension values. However, modification
of the elastic constants are here of orderDK . kBTrbL3,
a factor sLyDd larger thankBT . Therefore, even rather
rigid phospholipid membranes with elastic constants a
large as20kBT may have their rigidities modified substan-
tially at low rod concentrations where rod-rod interaction
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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are negligible. We remark also that the steric surface i
teractions are identical for rigid rods and rigid disks if on
takes the rod’s length and the disk’s diameter to be t
same; however, the disk system does not enjoy the abo
mentionedLyD enhancement.

We consider an ideal gas of rods of lengthL in the
presence of flat and curved surfaces which repel t
rods. We parametrize the possible rod configurations
the center of mass coordinates,$r, and the two angles
specifying in which direction the rod points,v ; su, fd.
For the sake of simplicity the thickness of the rods
taken to be zero. The relevant potential describing t
thermodynamics of the system can be written as

Vfrs$r , vdg 
Z

d $r
Z

dv rs$r , vd hlnfyrs $r , vdyeg

2 fmb 2 Uexts$r , vdgj , (1)

wherey is some normalization volume,mb is the solution
chemical potential, andUext is the hard wall interaction
potential that is either infinite or zero, depending o
whether the configuration of the rod is allowed by th
“hard wall” requirement or not. Functional minimization
of V with respect tors$r , vd gives the equilibrium density
profile

rs$r, vd 
em

y
e2Uexts$r,vd ;

rb

4p
e2Uexts$r,vd. (2)

The local, position dependent, number density of particl
rs$rd is simply the sum over all allowed angular con
figurations ofrs$r , vd. The excess surface energy is the
calculated from

Dg 
Vfrs$r , vdg 2 Vfrsz ! `, vdg

S


Z

dz frb 2 rszdgJsz, Rd ,

(3)

whereS is the surface area,z the perpendicular distance
from the surface, andJsz, Rd is the appropriate Jacobian
for the geometry. For flat surfacesJsz, Rd  1, for the
outside of a cylinder of radiusR, Jsz, Rd  1 1 zyR, and
for the outside of a sphereJsz, Rd  s1 1 zyRd2. From
Eq. (3) it is clear that differences between the exce
energy of a flat and a curved surface depend on tw
factors. The first is the configurational part measure
by the differences in the rod density profiles; the secon
one is associated with the space available to the cente
mass in the neighborhood of the surface, and is measu
by Jsz, Rd. In the case of hard sphere solutions, whe
there is no coupling between configuration and curvatu
only Jsz, Rd is responsible for energy differences [rszd 
rbQsz 2 r0d, independent of geometry]. It is easy to
show that in that case one hasDg  kBTrbr0s1 1

r0y2Rd for cylindrical surfaces andDg  kBTrbr0s1 1

r0yR 1 r2
0 y3R2d for spherical ones. Following the usua

procedure [1] one then finds the corrections to the elas
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constants of a membrane exposed to a colloidal solutio
DK  0 andDK̄  2y3kBTrbr3

0 .
Figure 1 shows the angular geometrical constraints f

a rod close to a flat or curved surface. When the center
mass is at a perpendicular distance larger thanLy2 from
the surfaces, the direction of the rod is not constraine
For distances0 , z , Ly2 only a fraction of the solid
angle is available to the rod. For rods outside a curve
geometry a second distancezo

c must be defined: forzo
c ,

z , Ly2 the rod touches the surface with its end, wherea
for distances smaller thanzo

c the rod touches the surface
somewhere along its length. Inside a curved geomet
yet a different lengthzi

c must be defined, below which the
rod is geometrically not allowed. Performing the angula
integrations one gets the density profiles plotted in Fig.
As expected rods outside a spherical curved surfa
have a larger density than rods close to a flat surfac
Conversely, rods inside a spherical surface have a sma
density than rods close to the flat surface. The dens
profile of rods close to cylindrically bent surfaces is
identical to the spherical profile when the rods are oriente
perpendicularly to the cylinder axis, and to the flat profil
when the rods are oriented along the cylinder’s axi
Intermediate angles interpolate smoothly between the tw
limits. A notable feature of the density profiles is that the
are nonanalytic functions of the curvature. For instanc
the inner part (z , zo

c ) of the external profile depends on
the square root of the curvature, and the internal profi
has a cutoff atzi

c. Essentially, the differences in the
critical values ofzc for the inside and outside and how the
functional form of the allowed phase space changes acro
these boundaries causes this nonanalyticity. This impli
that even for large radii of curvature (R ! `) one cannot
simply obtain the internal profiles from the external on
by a R ! 2R transformation; nor can one obtain the
concave surface tension from the convex one via the sa
transformation. Integration of the profiles leads to th
following contributions to the interfacial energies:

Dgout  kbTrb
L
4

(4)

for rods outside spheres and cylinders, or close to fl

FIG. 1. Configurational space of a rod near a flat surfac
outside a curved surface, and inside of a curved surface. T
rods are represented at the angle where they touch the surfa
The complete allowed angular space is obtained by rotation
the figure around thez axis.
4515
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FIG. 2. Profiles for the rod number densityrszd, in rb units,
close to (a) a flat surface, (b) outside a spherical surface, an
(c) inside a spherical surface. In the particular case shown h
we haveL  1, R  2, zo

c  0.061, andzi
c  0.064.

surfaces;

Dgin  kbTrb
L
4

√
1 2 a

L2

R2

!
(5)

for rods inside spheres (a  1y12) and cylinders (a 
1y32). Results for the outside configuration are exa
For the inside configuration results are exact for spher
and perturbative to second order in1yR, for cylinders.
Equations (4) and (5) bear a few interesting consequen
For instance, Eq. (4) implies that the excess free ene
of a convex volume immersed in a rod solution do
not depend on how the surface of the object is curve
but only on its area. Also, Eq. (5) indicates that flexib
membranes which expose one surface to a rod solut
will spontaneously bend towards the solution. No
however that there is no spontaneous curvature in
usual sense of a contribution to the energy linear
1yR. When the membrane is immersed in the solutio
(exposure of both sides of the membrane) the total surf
energy excess is given by the sum of the two contributio
Dgin and Dgout. Curving the surface still decreases th
total free energy, but in this symmetric situation the
is no preferred side toward which the membrane sho
bend. Immersion will therefore spontaneously break t
symmetry of the system. We noted above [Eqs. (4) a
(5)] that the surface tension of a membrane expos
to rods on one side only is not an analytic functio
of curvature. Assuming that this is not the case for
membrane exposed to rods on both sides the follow
contributions to the membrane elastic constants can
extracted, as usual [1], from the two linear equations
these two unknowns that follow from the surface tensio
for the sphere and the cylinder:

DK  2kBTrb
L3

64
 2kBT

rb

r
?
b

1
15.2

L
D

, (6)

DK̄  kBTrb
L3

96
 kBT

rb

r
?
b

1
22.9

L
D

. (7)

One finds thus a reduction inK and an increase in̄K —
this favors the formation of saddle structures (for instanc
cubic phases with periodic minimal surfaces). This
4516
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similar to other depletion and equilibrium adsorptio
problems, but as explained above the amplitude of
contributions in this system is very large, of order
LyD times larger thankbT , a value to be compared
for instance, tokbT ln N for adsorbed polymers with
polymerization indexN.

In a confined geometry, e.g., in ordered stacks
membranes (lyotropic smectics), in multilamellar vesicl
or between any other two surfaces separated by s
distanced the rod configurations are restricted by tw
constraints. If the distanced is larger than the rod
length the confinement effect can be calculated fr
the above results simply by summing the effects of t
nonoverlapping depletion layers. If the surfaces are a
distance smaller than the rod’s length the two deplet
layers overlap, and one needs to compute two-surface
fects specifically. The overlap of the rod depletion laye
is known to lead to an attractive force between the t
surfaces, but recent calculations that include rod-rod
cluded volume interactions in flat geometries show tha
repulsive force can set in at distances of the order of
rod length [16]. Our method can in principle be appli
to the evaluation of the force between two convex sph
cal or cylindrical surfaces, but we postpone presenta
of those results to a forthcoming paper [19] and conc
trate here on the simpler case of confinement in sph
cal or cylindrical hard shells. This problem is related
a recent discussion of the curvature effects in confin
quantum mechanical or macromolecular systems. Ind
if a quantum mechanical particle is confined in a o
or two dimensional manifold embedded in three dime
sions, its movement along that manifold will be describ
by the usual Schrödinger equation with an additio
curvature dependent potential. For instance, a quan
particle moving in a confinement tube will always b
attracted by curved regions of that tube. A quantum p
ticle in a two dimensional manifold will experience a
extra potential [20],U  2

h̄2

2m
1
4 s 1

R1
2

1
R2

d2, with R1 and
R2 the two principal radii of curvature. Particles will b
attracted to curved regions of the surface except whe
is spherically bent (R1  R2). It has also been show
that such curvature effects propagate into the class
world of statistical mechanics and that the quantum m
chanical results hold also for flexible polymers confin
into spherically or cylindrically bent gaps [21]. For suc
a system the difference in the free energy of confin
states in curved shells as compared to flat ones is g
by U  2kBTrbR2

G
1
4 s 1

R1
2

1
R2

d2, where R2
G ; 1

6 Na2,
a being the monomer size. Apart from the typical e
ergy scale, these potentials are identical. This identit
due to similarities in the equations governing the beh
ior of both systems, and in fact holds more generally
other systems containing Laplacians in their equations
motion. In this context it is also interesting to inves
gate the confinement effect for other classical syste
whose configurations are not determined by Laplac
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equations. For confined colloidal particles it is conve
nient to study these effects by considering open curv
gaps, i.e., shells that allow the concentration of their sol
tions to equilibrate with an external reservoir. Attractiv
curvature effects under these conditions will show up
an increase of the average concentration in the curved g
as compared to noncurved gaps of identical thickness. F
illustration we present first to second order in1yR the av-
erage concentration̄r 

Rd
0 dz rszdJsz, Rdy

Rd
0 dz Jsz, Rd

for a confined solution of dilute hard spheres:

r̄flat  rbs1 2 2 r0

d d ,

r̄sph  rbs1 2 2 r0

d d f1 2
sd2r0d

3
r0

R2 g , (8)

r̄cyl  rbs1 2 2 r0

d d .

A spherical curvature is therefore repulsive to the pa
ticles, whereas the cylindrical bent shells behave as fl
gaps. For the confined rod solution we report the value
the average concentration for the flat, spherical, and cyl
drical geometries when the surface separation is equa
the rod length (d  L)

r̄flatsd  Ld 
rb

2 ,

r̄sphsd  Ld 
rb

2 s1 2
1

16
1

R2 d , (9)

r̄cylsd  Ld 
rb

2 s1 1
1

128
1

R2 d .

At this separation the spherical shell is repulsive for th
rod particles, and the cylindrical shell is attractive. Fo
lower distances both shells become repulsive. Results
several different systems are presented in Table I. D
spite quantitative differences, it is apparent that cylindr
cal shells are always more attractive than spherical she
Comparison between the hard spheres case and the
and the polymer case also indicate that the coupling b
tween curvature and configuration reinforces the prima
effect of volume exclusion. Note however that all the sy
tems quoted in Table I have a repulsive interaction wi
the confining walls. Further insight into this problem an

TABLE I. Table of potentials induced by curvature in severa
systems.

System Spherical Cylindrical

Quantum particle Neutral Attraction
Gaussian chain Neutral Attraction
Hard spheres Repulsion Neutral
Rods Repulsion Attraction
-
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a test for the generality of the conclusions drawn here w
require the study of systems where the particles are a
tracted to or bound to the confining walls. Work unde
progress includes, for instance, end-grafted polymers a
adsorbed rodlike particles.
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